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In any space satisfying Axioms 0,1,2,3,4, and 5 of R. L. Moore's Founda-

tions of Point Set Theory% a large body of Plane Analysis Situs theorems holds

true. Nevertheless, Moore has an example§ of a completely separable space

satisfying these axioms which because of its "hilly" character is not homeo-

morphic with a subset of a plane or a sphere. In this paper Axiom 5 is re-

placed by an axiom, Axiom 5 *, which is not satisfied by spaces of this "hilly"

character. As a result, any completely separable (or metric) space satisfying

Axioms 0-4 and 5i* is homeomorphic with a subset of a plane or a sphere.

However, in the presence of Axioms 0-4 neither of the Axioms 5 and 5i*

follows from the other.

Axiom 5i|| of Foundations suggests the following two axioms:

Axiom 5}. If P is a point of region R, there exists in R a domain D con-

taining P such that the boundary of D is compact.*^

Axiom 5i2 . If P is a point of a region R, there exists in R a domain D con-

taining P such that the boundary of D is connected.]]

There is, however, a certain amount of similarity between these last two

axioms. For suppose that a space satisfies Moore's Axioms 0, 1, and 2 and

t Parts of this paper were presented to the Society on October 28, 1933, June 20, 1934, and

February 23, 1935; received by the editors July 27, 1936. The author wishes to acknowledge his in-

debtedness and appreciation to Professor R. L. Moore for much encouragement and many helpful

suggestions during this investigation and for having stimulated his interest in mathematics.

% American Mathematical Society Colloquium Publications, volume XIII, New York, 1932.

Hereafter, in this paper, this book will be referred to as Foundations.

§ This example of Moore's, although unpublished, has been well known among his students for

some four or five years.

|| If P is a point of a region R, there exists a connected domain D containing P and bounded by

a compact continuum T such that D+T is a subset of R.

U A space satisfying Axiom 5i> is said to be locally peripherally compact.

ft A space satisfying Axiom 5i2 is said to be locally peripherally connected.
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Axiom 5]1 .f Then if P is a point of a region R, there exists a region R' con-

taining P and lying together with its boundary in R. And by Axiom Si1 there

exists in R' a domain D' containing P whose boundary ß is compact. But ß

may be covered by a finite collection Di, D2, Ds, ■ ■ ■ , D, of connected do-

mains such that for each n, nSj, Dn is a subset of R—P.% Let D denote the

component of R—^Dn which contains P. Thus the following theorem holds

true and will be used hereafter as

Axiom 5*. If P is a point of a region R, there exists in R a domain D con-

taining P whose boundary is a subset of the sum of a finite number of continua

lying in R—D.

In a sense Axiom 5f* is common to both Axioms 511 and 5i2 in that it

follows as a theorem from either of them in the presence of Axioms 0, I, and 2.

Now let S denote a space satisfying Moore's Axioms 0, 1, and 2.

Theorem A. If Axiom 5* holds true at each of two distinct points A and B

of S and no point of S separates A from B, then there exists in S a simple closed

curve J containing A and B.%

Proof. Let AB denote an arc from A to B.\\ If R is a region containing A

but not B, suppose that there exists no point 0 of AB ■ R such that no point X

of the interval AO of AB separates A from 0 in R. Then there exists a se-

quence a of points of AB which converge to A such that if X and Y are

points of a and X follows Y in a, then X separates A from Y in R. Hence,

for each point X of a except the first, R—X is the sum of two domains Ux

and Vx such that Vx contains A and Ux contains every point of a preceding

X in a. But no point separates A from B; so for each point X of a, there exists

f Axioms referred to are stated either in the text of this paper or in Foundations.

Axiom 0. Every region is a point set.

Axiom 1. There exists a sequence Gi, Gi, G3, ■ • ■ such that {A) for each n, G„ is a collection of regions

covering S; (2) for each n, G„+i is a subcollection of G„; (3) if R is any region whatsoever, X is a point of

R, and Y is a point of R either identical with X or not, then there exists a natural number m such that

if g is any region belonging to the collection Gm and containing X then g is a subset of (R—Y)+X;

(4) if Mi, Mi, Mi, ■ ■ ■ is a sequence of closed point sets such that, for each n, M„ contains Mn+i and,

for each n, there exists a region gn of the collection Gn such that Mn is a subset of g„, then there is at least

one point common to all the point sets of the sequence Mi, M2, M3, ■ ■ • .

Axiom 2. If P is a point of a region R there exists a non-degenerate connected domain containing P

and lying wholly in R.

% If M denotes a point set, M denotes the point set consisting of M and all the limit points of M.

§ See Theorem 40 of Chapter II of Foundations and G. T. Whyburn, On the cyclic connectivity

theorem, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 37 (1931), pp. 429-433.

II Theorem 1 of Chapter II of Foundations: If A and B are distinct points of a connected domain D,

there exists a simple continuous arc from A to B that lies wholly in D.
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an arc from A to B lying in S — X, and in this arc there exists a segment PE

lying in R such that AB PE =P and E belongs to the boundary of i?.f There-

fore, if for no X of a is P identical with A, there exist a subsequence

Xi, X2, Xg, ■ ■ ■ of a and a sequence P1.E1, P2E2, P3E3, • • • of arcs such that

for each n (1) ABPnEn=Pn, (2) En belongs tothe boundary of R, (3) P\En

is a subset of R, and (4) Xn+1 separates ^2"=]PiEi from J. in R. But (1), (2),

and (3) lead to a contradiction of (4), for since there exists in R a domain D

containing A whose boundary is a subset of the sum of a finite collection A

of continua lying in R — D, there exists a continuum H of A lying in R—A

such that H does not contain more than a finite number of the points

Xi, X2, X3, • • ■ but for infinitely many values of n, H contains a point of

PnEn. Therefore, either there exists an arc PE which is a subset of an arc

from A to B such that PEAB =P =A, or if R is a region containing A but

not B, there exists a point 0 of AB ■ R such that no point of the interval AO

of AB separates A from 0 in R.

Suppose the latter is true. Let R\, R2, R3, ■ ■ be a monotonic sequence of

regions closing down on A and Oi, 02, 03, - • • be a sequence of points of AB

such that, for each n, (1) the interval AOn of AB is a subset of Rn, (2) no

point X of AOn separates A from 0„ in Rn. For each n and each point Xof

AOn, there exists an arc Txn lying in Rn and having only its end points in

common with AB such that the segment Sxn oi AB between these end points

contains X and is a subset of R„. For each n, there exists a finite collection

of the segments Sxn covering the arc On+iOn+2 of AB. But each Sx„ + Txn is a

simple closed curve lying in Rn. Hence there exists a sequence J\, J2, J3, ■ • •

of simple closed curves such that (1) for each n, Jn and /„+i have at least two

points in common, and (2) if R is a region containing A there exists a number

8 such that if n>8, Jn is a subset of R. By Theorem 35 of Chapter II of

Foundations there exists in ^Jn a simple closed curve J a containing A and a

segment of AB.

If, on the other hand, there exists an arc PE which is a subset of an arc

PB from A to B such that PE AB =P=A, then there exists in PB an arc

PXi such that P and Xx are the only points PXi has in common with AB.

But PXi+AXi(oi AB) forms a simple closed curve containing A and some

segment of AB.

So in either case there exists a simple closed curve JA containing A and a

segment OF oi AB. Likewise, there exists a simple closed curve JB containing

B and a segment YE oi AB. Now for each point X of the interval FY of AB,

there exists an arc Tx such that Tx has only its end points in common with

AB, and the segment Sx of AB lying between these end points contains X.

t If AB is an arc with end points A and B, ÄB is used to denote AB — (A-\-B).
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Some finite collection of these segments Sx covers the arc FY. Since every

Sx+Tx is a simple closed curve, there exists a sequence of simple closed curves

Jx=Ja, J2, ■ • ■ , Jk=Jß such that for each n, n<k, Jn contains at least two

points of Jn+\. By Theorem 35 of Chapter II of Foundations there exists in

the sum of these simple closed curves a simple closed curve / containing A

and 5.t

Figure 1

The example indicated in Figure 1 is a subset of a plane with the shaded

portions removed. Except for those points of the arc XA Y different from A,

the boundary points of these shaded portions are not removed. It will be easily

seen that the result is a connected, connected im kleinen inner limiting sub-

set of the plane and hence satisfies Axioms 0, 1, and 2. Also Axiom 5i* is

satisfied at every point except A. As a matter of fact, the space is locally

compact at every point except A. It is also true in this space that if P is a

point and R is a region containing A, there exists in R an arc (or a simple

closed curve) separating A from P. The space contains no cut points. Yet

there exists no simple closed curve containing A and B.

f This argument may be slightly modified to establish a proposition somewhat more general

than Theorem A.

Theorem A'. // (1) 5 is a space satisfying R. L. Moore's Axioms 0, 1, and 2, (2) neither of the

distinct points A and B of S is a cut point nor a local end point of S, and (3) no point separates A from B

in S, then A and B lie on a simple closed curve in S. (See G. T. Whyburn, The cyclic and higher connec-

tivity of locally connected spaces, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 53 (1931), pp. 427-442.)

The modification may be outlined as follows: In the first paragraph of the proof, if A is not a

local end point, FJ Vx contains a point E' distinct from A which belongs to the component of R that

contains A. Let AE' denote an arc from A to E' in R and let E'B denote an arc from E' to B in S—A.

Then AE'+E'B contains an arc PE which is a subset of an arc from A to B such thatPE -AB = P=A.

This takes us up to the last sentence of the first paragraph of the proof, which remains unchanged

from there on.
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Suppose now that, in addition to Axioms 0-2, S satisfies R. L. Moore's

Axiom 4f and Axiom 5i*.

Theorem B. The space S is either acyclic or contains no cut point.

Proof. Suppose that S contains a simple closed curve /. Then it is evident

from Axiom 4 that S is connected. Suppose that some point X separates S.

The point X does not belong to J, for it is clear from Axiom 4 that no point

of a simple closed curve separates S. Let AX denote an arc with end points

A and X such that AX J=A. Let M denote the set of cut points of S that

belong to AX and let B denote the first point of M in the order from A to X.

The point B is a cut point of S. For if it is not, then B is a sequential limit

point of a sequence Bx, B2, B3, ■ ■ ■ of M and at the same time lies on a simple

closed curve C containing a segment of AX which contains B; hence, C con-

tains points of the sequence Bx, B2, B3, ■ • ■ which contradicts Axiom 4. But

since the segment AB of AX contains no point of M, no point separates A

from B in X and by Theorem A there exists a simple closed curve containing

A and B which again contradicts Axiom 4.

It is not the purpose of this paper to treat the acyclic case;J so we shall

at this point assume R. L. Moore's Axiom 3.§

1. Consequences or Axioms 0 — 4 and 5*.

Theorem 1. If A and B are distinct points, there exists a simple closed curve

containing A and B.

Theorem 2. If A and B are distinct points, there exists a simple closed curve

separating A from B.

Proof. There exists a simple closed curve / such that / is the sum of two

arcs AXB and A YB. Since S—J is the sum of two connected domains I and

E each having / for its boundary, there exist two arcs XxO\Yi and X202Y2

such that (1) the points Xi and X2 lie on the segment AXB and the points

Fi and F2 lie on the segment A YB, and (2) the segment XxOxYi is a subset of

I and the segment X202Y2 is a subset of E. The simple closed curve formed by

the sum of the four arcs X101Y1, X202Y2, X1X2(oi AXB), and FiFi(of A YB)

separates A from B in S.

f If / is a simple closed curve, S—J is the sum of two mutually separated connected point sets

such that J is the boundary of each of them.

t Such a space if connected would be a Regular (Menger) Curve, and these curves have been

studied considerably already. See Foundations for the definition and references on Regular (Menger)

Curves.

§ If 0 is a point, S—O is connected.
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Theorem 3. If P is a point not belonging to the closed and compact point

set H, there exists a simple closed curve separating P from H.

Proof. For each point X of H there exists a simple closed curve separating

P from X. Since H is closed and compact, there exists a finite collection of

simple closed curves J\, /»,•••,/» such that if X is any point of H some one

of them separates P from X. For each integer i, i^n, let 7"< denote an arc

from Ji to /, lying in S— P and let M denote the compact continuum

J1+J2+ • • • +Jn + Ti + Tt + • • • +Tn. The continuum M separatesP from

H—H M. Now for each point X of M there is a simple closed curve separat-

ing X from P. Let G, C2, • • • , C,- denote a finite collection of these whose

interiors with respect to P as the point at infinityf cover M. By Theorem 13

of Chapter III of Foundations, Ci+C2-|- • • ■ +C,- contains a simple closed

curve separating P from M and hence, separating P from H.

With the help of Theorem 3, the arguments of R. L. Moore with slight

modifications prove that a number of the theorems of Chapter IV of Founda-

tions hold true in this space. Of these the following five theorems will be used.

Theorem 4. If the points A and B belong to different components of the

closed and compact point set M, there exists a simple closed curve separating A

from B and containing no point of M (Theorem 10 of Chapter IV of Founda-

tions).

Theorem 5. If a and ß are two connected point sets and neither of the two

mutually exclusive closed and compact point sets H and K separates a from ß,

thenH+K does not separate a from ß (Theorem 16).

Theorem 6. If the common part of the closed and compact point sets H and K

is a continuum and neither H nor K separates the point A from the point B,

then H+K does not separate A from B (Theorem 18).

Theorem 7. No arc separates S (Theorem 19).

Theorem 8. If the points A and B are separated from each other by the closed

and compact point set M then they are separated from each other by a continuum

which is a subset of M and which contains no proper subset that separates A

from B (Theorem 24).

Theorem 9. If the compact continuum K does not separate the point A from

the point B and G is a finite collection of compact continua such that (1) the com-

mon part of any two elements of G is a subset of K, and (2) if H is any element of

G, H does not separate A from B and H K is either connected or vacuous, then

K-\-G* does not separate A from B.

t For the definition of certain terms and phrases used without definition in this paper the reader

is referred to Foundations.
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Theorem 9 may be established by a finite number of applications of Theo-

rems 5 and 6.

Theorem 10. If AXB is an arc and J is a simple closed curve separating

A from B, then J+AXB contains a simple closed curve Ji separating A from B

such that Ji AXB is connected.

Proof. Let A! and Bx denote the first and last points respectively that the

arc AXB has in common with /. Let AYB denote an arc from A to B not

containing any point of the interval A\BX of AXB. Let G denote the col-

lection of all simple closed curves C in J+AXB such that C AXB is con-

nected and C AYB is not vacuous. The collection G is finite. Let K denote

AiBi+(J—J-G*).] The point set K is a continuum containing no point of

AYB; hence, K does not separate A from B. Since the common part of any

two elements of G is a subset of K and the common part of K with an ele-

ment of G is connected, if no simple closed curve of the collection G separated

A from B, then by Theorem 9, K+G* would not separate A from B. But

K+G* contains / and separates A from B. Therefore some element Ji of G

separates A from B.

Definitions. Suppose that P is a point of a domain Q, and A is a collec-

tion of continua whose sum separates P from the boundary of Q such that

each continuum of A lies in a component of Q —P whose boundary contains

P but no component of Q—P contains more than one element of A. Then

(1) A is said to be minimal% with respect to Q and P, (2) A is said to minimally

separate P from the boundary of Q, and (3) if D is a domain containing P

whose boundary is a subset of A*, A is said to surround D minimally with re-

spect to Q and P.

Theorem 11. If A is a collection of continua which surrounds a connected

domain D minimally with respect to a domain Q and a point P, then (a) each

component of Q —P whose boundary contains P, contains one and only one ele-

ment of A, and (b) no component of D —P has boundary points in more than one

element of A.

Proof. Consider (a). By definition, if C is a component of Q—P whose

boundary contains P, then C contains not more than one element of A. But

since S—P is connected, the boundary of C also contains a point of the

boundary of Q; hence C must contain at least one element of A. Therefore C

contains one and only one element of A.

f If G denotes a collection of point sets, G* will be used to denote the sum of the elements of G.

t The term minimal is used here because if A were finite no collection of fewer elements would

separate P from the boundary of Q.
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Next consider (b). Suppose that there exists a component I of D —P which

has boundary points in more than one element of A. Let C denote the com-

ponent of Q —P which contains I. Then C contains more than one element of

A. But since D is connected, the boundary of C contains P. This is a contra-

diction of (a).

Theorem 12. If P is a point of a domain Q, not S, there exist in Q a finite

collection A of continua and a connected domain D containing P such that A

surrounds D minimally with respect to Q and P.

Proof. Let Dy denote a domain lying in Q and containing P whose bound-

ary is a subset of the sum of the elements of a finite collection Ax of continua

lying in Q—Di. Let N denote the sum of all the continua of At which lie in

components of Q —P whose boundaries contain P. If H and K are components

of N lying in the same component C of Q—P, let T denote an arc in C from

a point of H to a point of K. Let A denote the collection of all components of

the point set obtained by adding N to the sum of the arcs T. The collection A

minimally separates P from the boundary of Q. Let D denote the component

of Q — A* which contains P. Then the boundary of D is a subset of A* and

hence A surrounds D minimally with respect to Q and P.

Definition. If a domain is connected and contains one of the complemen-

tary domains of each simple closed curve lying in it, then it is said to be

simply connected.

Definition. If D is a connected domain and D contains one of the com-

plementary domains of each simple closed curve lying in D, then D is said to

be simply connected and D is said to be strongly simply connected.

Theorem 13. Space is simply connected.

Theorem 14. If D is a connected domain and there exist a collection A of

continua, a domain Q, and a point P of D, such that A surrounds D minimally

with respect to Q and P, then D is simply connected.

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists in D a simple closed

curve J such that neither of its complementary domains, I and E, is a subset

of D. Since / lies in D, both I and E contain points of D and, therefore, points

of the boundary ß of D. Let T denote an arc lying in S—P irreducible from

ß-Itoß-E. The segment T intersects J and, hence, is a subset of D. Therefore

T lies in Q —P and contains points of two different continua of A. This contra-

dicts Theorem 11.

Theorem 15. If P is a point of a domain Q, there exists in Q a simply con-

nected domain D containing P.
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Theorem 15 is a consequence of Theorems 12, 13, and 14.

Theorem 16. If D is a connected domain, every component of S — D is

strongly simply connected.

Proof. Let C denote a component of S—D. Let J denote a simple closed

curve lying in C, and let I denote the interior of J with respect to a point co

of D. Suppose that X is a point of D and belongs to I. Then X+I is a con-

nected point set containing w and a point of I but no point of /. This is a

contradiction.

Theorem 17. If D is a complementary domain of a locally compact continu-

ous curve M and P is a point of the boundary of D, then K = D-\-P is a con-

nected, connected im kleinen inner limiting set.

Proof. It is evident that K is a connected inner limiting set. It is further-

more evident that K is connected im kleinen at every one of its points with

the possible exception of P. Suppose that K is not connected im kleinen at P.

Then there exists a simply connected domain Q containing P such that (1)

the component C of Q ■ K that contains P is not open with respect to K at the

point P, and (2) Q M is compact. Hence there exists a sequence a of points

of K converging to P such that each point of a belongs to some component of

Q ■ K but not to C and no two points of a belong to the same component of

Q K. There exists a point 0 of K not belonging to Q, for otherwise Q K = K

would be connected and open with respect to K at P. For each point X of a

let XO denote an arc from X to 0 lying in D, and let Y denote the first point

in the order from X to O that XO has in common with the boundary of Q.

Now let Qi denote a domain lying in Q and containing P such that ßi,

the boundary of Qi, is a subset of the sum of a finite collection A of continua

lying in Q — Qi. For infinitely many points X of the sequence a the interval

XY of the arc XO contains a point of some one of the continua of the finite

collection A. Hence there exists a continuum H of A such that for infinitely

many points X of a the arc XY contains a point of H. Now let DH and DP

denote connected domains lying in Q and containing H and P respectively

such that Dh -Dp = 0.

For each point X of a such that X lies in DP and the arc XY contains

some point of H, let TX denote an arc lying in DP such that T belongs to M

but the segment TX is a subset of D, and let Z denote a point of XY H.

Now since DH lies in Q and contains points of more that one component of

Q ■ K, DH contains some point of M. For each Z let ZW denote an arc lying in

DH such that the segment ZW is a subset of Q and W is a point of M. Thus

for some infinite subsequence of a there correspond sequences
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of points Ti, T2, T3, ■ ■ ■ and Wh W2, W3, ■ ■ ■ such that (1) the points

Ti, T2) T3, ■ ■ ■ belong to DPM, (2) the points Wi, W2, W3, ■ ■ • belong to

DH M, (3) for each n, TnXn+XnZn+XnWn contains an arc TnWn lying in Q,

and (4) if m^n, TmWm and TnWn are mutually exclusive and lie in different

components of QK. Since If is a continuous curve, Q M is compact and

Dh Dp = 0, there exist two mutually exclusive connected subsets dP and dH

oiQ M which are open with respect to M such that for infinitely many values

of n and in particular for the three different values a, b, and c of n, Tn and Wn

lie in dP and dH respectively. Let TaTb and TaTc denote arcs lying in dP and

WaWb and WaWc denote arcs lying in dH. There exist three arcs AOaB, AObB,

and AOcB lying in TaTb+TaWa+WaWb, TaTb+TbWb+WaWb, and

TaTc+TcWc+WaWc respectively and having only their end points A

and B in common. By Theorem 5 of Chapter III of Foundations, the sum

of one pair of these three arcs, say AOaB and AOcB, forms a simple closed

curve / lying in Q and whose interior I with respect to a point co of the

boundary of Q contains the other segment, AObB- Hence / contains the com-

ponent C of Q ■ K which contains Tb Wb, for C contains no point of /. However,

C has limit points in the boundary of Q. But since Q is simply connected,

7 is a subset of Q. This is a contradiction, and K is connected im kleinen at P.

Theorem 18. If D is a complementary domain of a locally compact continu-

ous curve, and P is a point of the boundary of D, then P is accessible from D.

Theorem 18 follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 10 of Foundations

and Theorem 17.

A number of the intuitive propositions of the plane concerning abutting

and crossing arcs hold true. Although some of these will be used in arguments

to follow, they will not be stated and the reader is referred to Chapter IV,

Theorems 28-32, of Foundations for their precise statement and proof. Some

of these proofs must be modified, however, to be valid for the set of axioms

used here.

Theorem 19. An arc is accessible from both sides at any interior point.

Theorem 20. A ray separates space into at most two connected domains.
—>

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a ray PB such that

S—PB contains three components. There exist three arcs AiBu A2B2, and

A3B3 no two of which contain points of the same component of S—PB

such that (1) for each i, (i = \, 2, 3), AiBi PB=Bi, and (2) Bx belongs to
—»

the interval PB2, and B2 to the interval PB3, of PB. By Theorems 7 and 9,

M = A1B1+A2B2+A3B3+PB3 does not separate space. By Theorem 18 the
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points Au A2, and Az are accessible from S—M. Thus for each i, i = l, 2, 3,

there exists an arc A ,Bl lying in (S — M) +A; and having only the point B- in

common with PB. For each *, 2, 3, let /, denote the simple closed

curve composed of AiBi; AiB' and the interval BtB- of PB, and let I, de-

note that complementary domain of J, whose common part (if any) with PB

is compact. Either (1) h contains A2, or (2) I3 contains A2, or (3) 72 contains

Ah or (4) 72 contains A3. Any one of these four possibilities leads to a contra-

diction. For instance, suppose that I\ contains A2. Since Ii-PB is a subset of

PBi, it is clear, by Theorems 9 and 18, that Ii+Ai contains an arc from Ai to

A 2 not intersecting PB.

Theorem 21. If the arc AB is a subset of the connected domain D and

D—AB is connected, then D contains a simple closed curve separating A from B.

Proof. Since the arc AB is accessible from both sides at an interior point O,

there exist two arcs EO and FO abutting on AB from different sides such that

neither EO nor FO has any point except 0 in common with the arc AB. The

arcs EO and FO contain points Ex and F\, respectively, such that the inter-

vals EiO and FxO of EO and FO respectively lie in D. In D—AB there exists

an arc EiFi, and in ExO+ExFi+FrO there exists a simple closed curve /

which lies in D and separates A from B.

Theorem 22. If P is a point of a connected domain Q, then there exists a

region R containing P such that if X is a point of R —P, X lies in a simple

domain which together with its boundary is a subset of Q.

Proof. If Q is S, the theorem is evident from Theorem 2. Suppose that the

boundary of Q is not vacuous and that the theorem is false.

Then there exists a sequence a of points X of Q —P converging to P such

that X does not lie in a simple domain which together with its boundary is a

subset of Q. Let p denote a monotonic sequence of simply connected domains

D closing down on P. Let A denote an element of p lying in Q. It is clear from

Axioms 3 and 5i* that Q\—P contains only a finite number of components.

One of these components G contains two points Xi and X2 of a. Let Ti de-

note an arc from Xx to X2 in G. Let D2 denote the first element of p which

follows Di and contains no point of T\. One of the components of D2—P con-

tains two points X3 and X4 of a and an arc T2 from X3 to X4. Let D3 denote

the first element of p not containing a point of Ti + T2. Then D3—P contains

an arc T3 whose end points are points of a. This process may be continued.

Thus there exists a sequence of mutually exclusive arcs Th T2, T3, ■ ■ ■ con-

verging to P such that for each n, Tn is a subset of Dn —P and the end points

of Tn are points of a. By the preceding theorem, for each n, Tn separates Du
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For each n, one of the components of D\ — T„ does not contain P and in this

component there exists a segment Wn having one end point in Tn and con-

taining no point of Tx+T2+ • • • +Tn-i. By Theorems 7 and 9, P+T! + T2

+ ■ ■ ■ +Tn does not separate space. Hence there exists a segment WÜ lying

in Di — (P+Ti+Ti+ ■ ■ ■ +Tn) having one end point in W„ and the other

end point in the boundary of Di. For each n let Ln denote the component of

D1-(P + T1+Ti + ■ ■ ■ +Tn) which contains Wn+W^. Then for each n, Tn

separates Ln from P in Du and L„ contains points of both Tn and the bound-

ary of Di. By Axiom 5i* there exists in Z>i a domain U which contains P and

whose boundary is a subset of the sum of a finite number of coritinua lying

in Di — U. There is a continuum H of this set which, for infinitely many values

j of n, contains a point of L, while U contains T,-. But if k is the smallest value

of j, P+H+£,Lj is a connected point set in Di — Tk containing P and Lk.

This is a contradiction.

Definitions. If P is a point and there exists a sequence of simple domains

closing down on P, then P is said to be a simple point. A non-simple point is

said to be an edge point.

Figure 2

If from the plane of Figure 2 the shaded domains and their boundaries

except for the points P are removed, the result is a space which satisfies

Axioms 0-4 and 5f. The points P are edge points while all other points are

simple points.

Theorem 23. The set of simple points is everywhere dense.

Proof. Suppose that R is a region. With the help of repeated applications
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of Theorem 22 it may be shown that there exists a sequence D\, D2, D3, ■ ■ ■

of simple domains lying in R such that, for each n, (1) Dn contains D„+i, and

(2) Dn lies in some region of the collection Gn of Axiom 1. By (4) of Axiom 1,

there is a point P common to Di, D2, D3, • ■ ■ and hence, to Di, D2, D3, • • • ;

and by (3) of Axiom 1, P is the only common point. The point P is simple and

lies in R.

Theorem 24. No completely separable point set contains uncountably many

edge points.

Proof. Let H denote the collection of all edge points belonging to a com-

pletely separable point set M. If X is a point of H, there exists no sequence of

simple domains closing down on X. Hence for each point X of H, there exists

an integer nx such that no region of G„x of Axiom 1 contains a simple domain

containing X. If H is uncountable, there exist an integer k and an uncount-

able subset K of H, such that if X is a point of K, nx = k. Since M is completely

separable, K has a point P of condensation. Let Q denote a connected domain

containing P and lying in a region of Gk of Axiom 1. By Theorem 22 there

exists in Q a region R containing P such that every point X of R —P is con-

tained in a simple domain lying in Q. This is clearly a contradiction.

Theorem 25. If M is a countable set of simple points, S — M is arc-wise

connected.

This theorem may be proved without using Axioms 4 and 5i* by a modi-

fication of R. L. Moore's proof f of Theorem 1 of Chapter II of Foundations.%

The kernel of this proof is the construction of a sequence G, G, G,- • • of simple

chains of connected domains from a point A to a point B such that for each n,

G* contains C*+i and the common part of the point sets G*, G*, G*, • ■ • is an

arc from A to B. Now for each n, C* is a connected domain, and it is easy to

see that no finite number of simple points disconnects a connected domain.

Hence if (1) A and B are two distinct points of S — M, (2) M=Pi+P2

+ ■ ■ ■ -hP„+ • • • , and (3) for each n the chain C„ is constructed so that C*

contains no point of Pi+P2+ ■ ■ ■ +Pn, then the arc from A to B of Moore's

construction will not contain any point of M.

Theorem 26. If M is a countable set of simple points, S—M is cyclicly

connected.

Proof. If A and B are any two points oi S — M, then by Theorem 25 there

exists an arc AXB in S — M. With the help of Theorems 5, 7 and 17, and

f Cf. J. R. Kline, Concerning the complement of a countable infinity of point sets of a certain type,

Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 23 (1917), pp. 290-292.

t See footnote p. 54.
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Theorem 9 of Chapter II of Foundations, one may show that S — AXB is a

space satisfying Axioms 0, 1, 2, and 3. Hence by Theorem 25 there exists an

arc A YB lying in S-{M+AXB). The sum of the two arcs, AXB and A YB,

is a simple closed curve lying in 5 — M and containing A +B.

Theorem 27. No compact set of edge points separates two simple points from

each other.

Proof. Suppose that A and B are two simple points and that If is a com-

pact set of edge points. Suppose that n is any fixed integer. Then there exists

from A to B a simple chain of simple domains such that each element of the

chain is a subset of some region of G„ of Axiom 1. For suppose the contrary.

Let HA denote the set of all points X such that there exists from i to Ja

chain of simple domains whose elements are each a subset of some region of

Gn. Since A is a simple point, HA is a connected domain. This domain does

not contain B, and its boundary ß is a subset of M. Hence ß is a closed and

compact point set which separates A from B. By Theorem 8 and Axiom 3,

ß contains a non-degenerate continuum separating A from B. Hence M is

uncountable, which contradicts Theorem 24.

Now with the help of Theorem 9 of Chapter II of Foundations and Theo-

rem 5 one may show that a simple domain is a space satisfying Axioms 0-4

and 5i*, and that the complementary domain of a point is also such a space.

Let M =Pi+P2+P3+ ■ • ■ . Let G denote a simple chain of simple domains

from A to B such that (1) each element of G is a subset of some region of G,

and (2) G* does not contain Pi. Now the boundary of the domain G* is a

closed and compact point set not separating A from B; so there exists a simple

closed curve separating it from A +B (Theorem 3 in modification). Hence

there exists in G* a simple domain Dx containing A +B. Let G denote a sim-

ple chain of simple domains from A to B such that if c is an element of D2,

(1) c is a subset of some element of G, (2) c is a subset of some region of G,

and (3) c does not contain P2. This process may be continued, and by Theo-

rem 80 of Chapter I of Foundations, G*-G*G*- ■ • • is a continuum. Hence

M does not separate A from B.

As a matter of fact the above process may be carried out along the lines

of the proof of Theorem 1 of Chapter II of Foundations, so as to show that

5—M is arc-wise, and even cyclicly, connected.

Nevertheless, a countable but non-compact set of edge points may sepa-

rate two simple points from each other as is shown by the following example.

Let space consist of all points of the number plane whose ordinates are not

zero together with those whose ordinates are zero but whose abscissas are

rational. If (X, Y) is a point whose ordinate F is not zero, then for each integer
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such that l/n < | F|, let Vn(X, Y) denote the point set consisting of all points

which lie at a distance less than 1 /n from (X, F). If (X, F) is a point whose

ordinate F is zero and whose abscissa X is rational then for each integer n,

let F„(X, F) denote the point set consisting of (X, F) together with all points

which are interior to the isosceles triangles bounded by the lines whose equa-

tions are y = l/n, y= — l/n,y=n(x—X), andy= — n(x —X). These point sets

Vn shall be called regions, and for each integer n, Gn of Axiom 1 shall denote

the collection of all of the point sets V„+q, q = 0, 1, 2, • • • . It can be shown

that Axioms 0-4 and 5i* hold true in this space. Furthermore, the space is

completely separable and locally compact at all but a countable nowhere-

dense set of points. Let M denote the set of all points whose abscissas are

rational and whose ordinates are zero. Each point of M is an edge point. If A

and B are points with positive and negative ordinates respectively, M sepa-

rates A from B, and the point set HA of the above argument consists of all

points whose ordinates are positive.

Theorem 28. No compact set of edge points separates space.

Theorem 28 is a consequence of Theorems 23 and 27.

Definitions. If A and A are domains such that A contains A, and T

is a segment lying in A —A having one end point on the boundary of A

and the other on the boundary of A, then T is said to cross A—A. Further-

more, if C is the component of A—A which contains f, then f is said to

cross C. Also the arc T is said to cross D\—D2 and to cross C.

Definition. If A and D2 are domains such that A contains D2, C is a

component of A—A, and Ti, T2, and Tu are segments crossing C, then if

T2 separates Ti from Ts in C, T2 is said to be between T\ and T% in C, and T2 is

said to be between TV and Tz in C.

Theorem 29. Suppose that A and D2 are simply connected domains such

that A contains A but no simple domain lying in A contains A, C is a com-

ponent of Di—D2, and Ti, T2, and Tz are three mutually exclusive segments

crossing C. Then one and only one of these segments is between the other two in C.

Proof. That not more than one of these segments lies between the other

two in C is an immediate consequence of a well known theorem.

Suppose that no one of them is between the other two in C. Then either

(1) C — (Ti+T2+Tz) contains a component W which has limit points in each

of the three segments, or (2) C — (Ti+T2+Ts) contains three mutually ex-

clusive components WX2, Ww, and TF23 having limit points in the segments

indicated by their subscripts.
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Case I. Suppose (1) holds. Then there exists in W three mutually exclu-

sive segments AAi, A As, and A A3 having a common end point A in W

such that Ai, A2, and A3 belong to Ti, T2, and Ts respectively. For each i,

i = l,2,3, let Oi and P,- denote the end points of Ti which belong to the bound-

aries of A and A respectively. Since A is connected, there exist in

D\ — (Ti + Ti+Tz+AAi+AA2-\-AAi) three mutually exclusive segments

BB\, BB2, and BBs having a common end point B in D2 and having their

other end points B\, B2, and Bs in the intervals A\P\ of Ti, AJP2 of T2, and

A3P3 of Ts respectively. If ABnB denotes AAn+AnB(pi AnPn)+BBn,

» = 1, 2, 3, then the segments ABXB, AB2B, and ABSB are mutually ex-

clusive. By Theorem 5 of Chapter III of Foundations, the sum of two of

these arcs, say ABXB and ABSB, forms a simple closed curve / whose in-

terior / with respect to Oi contains the segment from A to B of the other

one. Since A is simply connected, I is a subset of A. But T2 contains B2

and no point of / and is, therefore, a subset of I. Hence I contains 02. This

is .a contradiction.

Case II. Suppose (2) holds. There exist segments A1B3, B2A3, and BxAi

lying in W13, W23, and Wi2 respectively and having end points on the arcs

Ti, T2, and T3 as indicated by the subscripts in the notation. The point set

A1B3+AiB1(ot TJ+B^oi T2)+B2As+AsBs{oi Ts) is a simple closed

curve J lying in A—A. Since A is simply connected, one of the comple-

mentary domains I of J is a subset of A. The domain I either contains

A or is a subset of D1 — D2. By hypothesis A contains no simple domain

containing A. Hence I is a subset of C — (Ti+T2+Ts) and has limit points in

each of the three segments T\, T2, and T3, which is Case I again.

The reader can see that any collection of mutually exclusive segments

crossing C would, in accordance with this notion of between, have a linear

order in C.

Theorem 30. Suppose that A, A, and A are simply connected domains

containing the point P such that (1) A contains A, (2) A is surrounded

minimally with respect to A and P by a finite collection A of continua lying

in A—A, and (3) A contains no simple domain containing P. Then if C is a

component of A —A, T is an arc crossing C, and J is a simple closed curve

separating T from P, J contains two arcs Ta and Ti which cross C such that T

is between them in C.

Proof. Let R denote a connected domain lying in A-A- / and contain-

ing the end point A of T which is on the boundary of A. Now in R+D2 there

exists an arc AP from A to P, such that / • AP is a subset of an interval A 'P'

of AP lying in A. By Theorem 10, J+AP contains a simple closed curve Ji
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separating A from P such that Ji ■ AP is connected; but J% ■ AP is a subset of

A'P' and is, therefore, a subset of A- Since A is simply connected but con-

tains no simple domain containing P, Ji contains a point O not belonging

to A. The point set Ji — (Ji-AP+0) is the sum of two mutually exclusive

segments OX and OY, where X and F belong to AP (and F belongs to the

interval XP of AP) and the arcs OX and OF abut on AP from different sides.

Both OX and OY contain arcs which cross A —A. Let Ta denote the first

interval of OX in the order from X to 0 that crosses A—A, and let Th de-

note the first interval of OY in the order from F to 0 which crosses A—A.

Now C contains an element of A and if U denotes the component of A —P

which contains C, U has no point in common with any other component of

A—A because A is a minimal collection with respect to A and P. Hence

Ta and Tb cross C. Let X' and Y' denote the end points of Ta and Tb respec-

tively which are on the boundary of A. The intervals XX' of OX and YY'

of OF lie in A.

Suppose that T is not between Ta and Tb in C. Then there exists an arc T\

in C irreducible from Ta to Tb not intersecting T. Let W denote the last point

that OX has in common with Ti, and let Z denote the last point that OF has

in common with TV The intervals WX of OX and ZY of OF are subsets of

Ta+XX' and Tb+YY' respectively, and hence, are subsets of A; further-

more, WX and ZY abut on AP from different sides. Now J2=Ji -AP+WX

+ WZ(oi Ti)+ZY is a simple closed curve lying in A not containing P, or a

point of T, or a point of the segment PY of ^4P. Since A is simply connected,

one of the complementary domains 7 of J2 is a subset of A. But since A does

not contain a simple domain containing P, both P and P must be subsets of

the other complementary domain E of J2. Now AX contains an arc which

abuts on J2 from the side opposite PY of ^4P, and since both A and PY are

in A ^4AT must intersect J2. Let ^4i and A2 denote the first and last points

respectively that AX has in common with J2. The segments AA\ and A2X

of AX lie in E and 7 respectively. The segment AX does not intersect J\, so

^4X-72 is a subset of T\. Hence AAi and A2X abut on Pi from different sides.

Pet R' denote a connected domain lying in A and containing A but no point

of Ti+Ta+Tb. Then in R'+A there exists an arc PG irreducible from AA\ to

^2X. The simple closed curve /3=PG+G^2(of A2X)+A1A2(oi 7\)-MiP(of

AAi) lies in A, contains no point of Ta+Tb, but crosses the arc T%. Hence,

Pa and P& lie in different complementary domains of J3. This is impossible,

for since Pi is simply connected, one complementary domain of J3 is a subset

of A.

Theorem 31. 7« order //?a/ s^ace be metric, it is necessary and sufficient that

space be completely separable.
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Proof. That a space satisfying Axioms 0 and 1 is metric if it is completely

separable has been shown by R. L. Moore.f Hence, this space is metric if it

is completely separable.

It will now be shown that if space is metric, it is completely separable.

Let P denote an edge point, and let R denote a region containing P but con-

taining no simple domain containing P. Since R is not S, by Theorems 12,

14, and 15, there exist in R three simply connected domains Di, P/2, and Ds

such that Di contains P2, and D3 is surrounded minimally with respect to Dx

and P by a collection A of continua lying in D\—D3. The domain A contains

no simple domain containing P. Let C denote a component of A—P2.

Suppose that there are two mutually exclusive arcs Pi and P_i crossing C.

Let a denote a well-ordered sequence (whose first element is Pi) of all arcs T

which cross C such that either (1) T is Pi, or (2) Pi lies between P_i and P

in C. Let a' denote a subsequence of a such that (1) the first element of a'

is Pi and (2) if an element T of a! is not Pi, then P is the first element of a

which neither intersects a preceding element of a' nor lies between two pre-

ceding elements of a'. Every element of a either intersects an element of a'

or lies between Pi and some element of a', and between any element of a'

and the next following element in a' there is no element of a'.

The sequence a' is countable. For suppose that a' is uncountable. For

each arc P of a' let dT denote the distance from P to the next element of a'.

There exist a number e and an uncountable subsequence a'e of a' such that

if T belongs to ai ,dT>e. Let P2 denote the first element of a' such that P is

preceded in a' by infinitely many elements of ai. Let L denote an arc from

Pi to P2 lying in C. Infinitely many elements of ai are between Pi and P2

in C and therefore intersect L. Consequently, there exists in C a connected

domain D of diameter less than e/2 which contains points of two different

elements P and P' of ai, such that T precedes T' in a'. Then, the first ele-

ment of a' which follows P in a' is either T' or lies between P and T' in C

and intersects D, which is a contradiction. The same may be done for the

collection of all arcs P such that P_i lies between Pi and P in C. Hence there

exists a countable collection G of arcs crossing C, such that any arc which

crosses C either intersects an arc of G or lies between two arcs of G. This was

on the assumption that there exist two mutually exclusive arcs crossing C.

It is evident that G exists if this is not the case, for there exists at least one

arc which crosses C.

For each pair of arcs of G let L denote an arc in C which contains points

of both of them, and let Mc denote the sum of all these arcs together with the

sum of the elements of G. Then if P is any arc which crosses C, T intersects

f See Foundations, p. 464.
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Mc. Since each component C of A— Di contains an element of A, there are

only a finite number of them. Hence M=~S2MC is a closed and completely

separable subset of Di—P which separates P from the boundary of A. Let

Q denote the component of A — M which contains P. Then Q contains P and

lies in R, and the boundary of Q is completely separable. Thus, if P is an edge

point of a region R, there exists in R a domain containing P whose boundary

is separable. This is also true if P is a simple point of a region R. Therefore,

space is locally peripherally separable. By a theorem of the author's such a

connected, connected im kleinen metric space is completely separable.f

Theorem 32. If space is completely separable and P is a point, there exists

a sequence of simple domains Q\, Q2, Q3, ■ ■ ■ bounded by simple closed curves

Ji, Ji, /«,••• respectively, such that (1) for each n, Qn contains 0>+i, and (2) if

M is a closed and compact point set not containing P, there exists an integer n

such that Qn does not contain a point of M.

Proof. Let G denote the collection of all simple domains D such that D

is a subset of S—P. By Theorem 2, G covers S—P, and since space is com-

pletely separable, G contains a countable subcollection A, A, D3, ■ ■ ■ which

covers S—P. For each n let Cn denote the boundary of Dn. Let Ji denote the

boundary of a simple domain containing P. For each n, n 3; 2, let /„ denote a

simple closed curve separating P from the closed and compact point set

C1+C2+ ■ ■ ■ +Cn-i+Ji+Jz+ ■ ■ ■ +Jn-i, and let Qn denote the comple-

mentary domain of /„ which contains P. Then Q\, Q2, Q3, ■ ■ • is the required

sequence of simple domains. For if M is any closed and compact point set,

there exists an integer k such that A+A+ • • • +Dk covers M. Hence, if

n>k,Qn contains no point of M.

Definition. Suppose that D is a connected domain. If there exist a collec-

tion A of open curves, a simply connected domain Q, and a point P of D,

such that (1) Q contains no simple domain containing P, and (2) A surrounds

D minimally with respect to Q and P, then D is said to be pseudo-simple, and

in particular, D is said to be pseudo-simple with respect to Q and P.

Theorem 33. If space is completely separable and A is a simply connected

domain containing an edge point P but containing no simple domain contain-

ing P, then Di contains a domain D which is pseudo-simple with respect to A

and P.

Proof. Let P2 and A denote simply connected domains containing P such

that (1) D3 contains A, and (2) A is surrounded minimally with respect to Pi

t A theorem concerning locally peripherally separable spaces, Bulletin of the American Mathe-

matical Society, vol. 41 (1935), pp. 437-439.
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and P by a finite collection A' of continua lying in Dx — D3. By Theorem 32

there exists a sequence of simple domains Qx, Q2, Q3, ■ ■ • bounded by simple

closed curves J%, J2, Jz, ■ ■ ■ respectively, such that (1) for each n, Qn contains

Qn+i, and (2) if if is a closed and compact subset of S—P, there exists an

integer n such that Qn contains no point of M. Let C denote a component of

Di—D2, and let G denote the collection of all arcs T such that T crosses C

and for some n is a subset of /„. If T and T' are arcs of G, T T' = 0. Since

Di is simply connected but contains no simple domain containing P, for each

n, Jn contains a point of S—Di. Furthermore, let AP denote an arc lying in

D2 and in the component of Dx—P which contains C; then there exists an

integer nx such that Qn, does not contain A; so if «>»i, Jn contains a point

of the segment AP and a point of S—Di, and therefore contains at least two

arcs of G. However for each n, Jn contains at most a finite number of arcs of G.

Hence G is countably infinite. Furthermore, suppose that L is an arc lying in

C from one arc of G to another arc of G. There exists an integer n2 such that

if n>n2, Qn contains no point of L. Hence, between any two arcs of G there

are only a finite number of arcs of G. Each arc of G is between some two arcs

of G. For, if T is an arc of G, there exists an integer n such that Jn separates

T from P. By Theorem 30, /„ contains two arcs which cross C such that T

is between them in C.

Let a denote a well-ordered sequence whose elements are the elements

of G. Let A7! and N0 denote the first two elements of a. Let N2 denote the

first element of a such that Ni is between N0 and N2 in C. Let N-i de-

note the first element of a such that NQ is between iV_i and Ni in C. This

process may be continued. The sequences iVi, Ni, N3, ■ • ■ , N„, ■ ■ • and

N0, N-i, N-i, ■ ■ ■ , A-a, • • • may or may not be simple sequences, but

since each is countable, the first contains a simple countable subsequence

T\, Ti, T3, ■ ■ ■ running through it and the second contains a simple count-

able subsequence To, jH_i, T-2, ■ ■ ■ running through it, such that if T is any

arc crossing C, there exists an integer n such that T is between Tn and !"_„

in C, and such that the linear order of these arcs in C is the same as the order

in the sequences.

Since C contains one and only one of the continua of A' and by Theorem

31 space is metric, there exists in C a connected domain C' such that (1) C'

contains this element of A', and (2) C' is a subset of C. For each pair of con-

secutive integers (positive or negative), a and 6 with a<b, let Ua denote an

arc irreducible from Ta to Tb lying in C', and let Ma denote the interval of Ta

between the end points of Ua and Z70_! in Ta. The point set ^,Ma is closed,

since each Ma is for some n a closed subset of C ■ Jn, for each n Jn contains

only a finite number of the arcs of G, and the limiting set of J1} /2, J3, • ■ • is
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the point P. Also X)A is closed; for suppose that O is a limit point of the set

22 Ua not belonging to it. The point O belongs to C and therefore, to C. There

exist a connected domain V lying in C and containing 0 but not intersecting

more than one of the simple closed curves J\, J2, /§,•••, and an infinite col-

lection H of segments Ua such that if Ua is a segment of H, Ua intersects V.

Hence, V+H* is a connected subset of C not intersecting more than one of

the arcs T\, T2, T3, ■ ■ ■ , T0, TLi, r_2, • * • , but having limit points in infi-

nitely many of them. This is a contradiction. So L='£(Ma+Ua) is closed

and is, because of its method of construction, an open curve.

Now suppose that T is any arc crossing C. There exists an integer n such

that T lies between Tn and r_„ in C. Hence T intersects that interval of L

which is irreducible from Tn to T_„. Furthermore, if this process is carried

out in each component of A—A and A denotes the collection of open curves

so obtained, A* separates P from the boundary of A, and since no component

of Dx—P contains more than one element of A', no component contains more

than one element of A. Hence, A is minimal with respect to A and P.

Let D denote the component of S—A* which contains P. The domain D

is pseudo-simple with respect to A and P.

Theorem 34. If L is an element of a collection of open curves which sur-

rounds a pseudo-simple domain D minimally with respect to a simply connected

domain Q and a point P, and C is the component of D —P whose boundary con-

tains a point of L, then no ray of L separates C from the boundary of Q in S —P.

Proof. Suppose the contrary is true. Then L contains a ray BXB2 such

that Bi belongs to C and B1B2+P separates C from ß, the boundary of Q.

By Theorem 18, C+P+Bi contains an arc PBX from P to A. The ray

PB2=PB1+B~1B2 separates C-C PBi from ß, and by Theorem 20, S-PB2

is the sum of two connected domains I and E where I contains C — C-PBz

and is a subset of Q and E contains ß. Let ExFi and E2P2 denote two arcs in C

which abut on PB\ from different sides. The points Ei and E2 both belong

to C — C PBi and, hence, to I. Therefore I contains an arc EiE2 from £1 to E2,

and E1E2-\-EiF1-]-F1F2{ol PBi) +E2F2 contains a simple closed curve lying in

Q one of whose complementary domains lies in Q and contains P. This is a

contradiction.

Theorem 35. If L is an element of a collection A of open curves which sur-

rounds a pseudo-simple domain D minimally with respect to a simply connected

domain Q and a point P, then no two segments lying in D abut on Lfrom differ-

ent sides.]

t Two segments abut on a ray or open curve from different sides provided the ray or open curve

contains an arc on which the segments abut from different sides.
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Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that D contains two mutually exclusive

segments which abut on L from different sides. It follows, using Theorem

11(b), that there exist an arc AiA2 and two segments, AxBi and A Jit, all lying

in the same component C of D—P, such that the segments AxBi and A2B2

abut on L from different sides and the point set J=A\Bl-\-BiBi{pi L) + A2B2

+Ai is a simple closed curve lying in Q. One of the complementary domains

of / is a subset of Q. Hence, L contains two rays, Bjßi and B2B1, whose com-

mon part is the arc BXB, one of which has the property that it together with P

separates C from the boundary of Q. This is a contradiction of the preceding

theorem.

Theorem 36. If D is a pseudo-simple domain with respect to a simply con-

nected domain Q and a point P, ß is the boundary of D, and J is a simple closed

curve lying in D such that J ß is connected, then one of the complementary do-

mains of J is a subset of D.

Proof. Let A denote a collection of open curves which surrounds D mini-

mally with respect to Q and P, let L denote the element of A which contains

J-ß, and let C denote the component of D—P which contains /• (D—P). By

Theorems 7 and 9, J ß+P does not separate space, and there exists an arc T

from a point of L — J L to a point on the boundary of Q which contains no

point of J. One of the complementary domains I of / is a subset of Q. There-

fore, I contains no point of T and, with the help of Theorem 35, it may be

shown that I contains no point of L. But I does not contain P.f Hence, since

I contains points of C, / is a subset of C and, consequently, of D.

Theorem 37. // D is a pseudo-simple domain, L is an element of a collec-

tion A of open curves which surrounds D minimally with respect to a simply

connected domain Q and a point P, and OX and O'X' are arcs lying in S — D

except for their end points X and X' which lie on L, then the arcs OX and O'X'

abut on Lfrom the same side.

Proof. With the help of Theorems 11 (b) and 34 it can be shown that there

exists an arc FF' lying in D except for the end points F and F', which lie on L,

such that the interval FF' of L contains X and X' as interior points. Then

by Theorem 36, J=FF'+FF'(oi L) is a simple closed curved one of whose

complementary domains is a subset of D. The other complementary domain

of / contains the segments OX and O'X'. Hence, the arcs approach FF' of L

and, therefore, L from the same side.

Theorem 38. If D is a pseudo-simple domain with respect to a simply con-

nected domain Q and a point P, and OX and O'X' are arcs which have their

f From the definition of a pseudo-simple domain, Q contains no simple domain containing P.
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end points X and X' in an element L of a collection A of open curves which sur-

rounds D, but have no other points in common with the boundary of D, and ap-

proach L from different sides, then one of these arcs lies in D and the other lies

in S — D.

Theorem 38 is a consequence of Theorems 35 and 37.

Theorem 39. If Ais a collection of open curves which surrounds a pseudo-

simple domain minimally with respect to a simply connected domain Q and a

point P, then the boundary of D is A*, and every point of A* is accessible from D.

Proof. Let X denote a point of an open curve L of A, and let AXB denote

an interval of A containing X as an interior point. By Theorem 19 there exist

two segments, EX and E'X, which abut on AXB at X from different sides.

The segments, EX and E'X, contain segments, FX and F'X, respectively,

which abut on L from different sides and do not contain P or any point of

the boundary of D except X. By Theorem 38 one of the latter two segments

is a subset of D.

Theorem 40. If X is a point of the component L of the boundary ß of a

domain D which is pseudo-simple with respect to a simply connected domain Q

and a point P, and M is a closed and compact point set not containing X, there

exists a simple closed curve lying in S — (D+M) whose common part with ß is

an interval of L containing X as an interior point, and whose interior with re-

spect to P contains no point of M.

Proof. Let XP denote an arc from X to P lying in D +X, and let / de-

note a simple closed curve separating X from P such that / • XP is a con-

nected subset of D. The curve J contains a point of S—D. Let 0 denote the

first point that XP has in common with J, and let AOB denote the interval

of J containing 0 and lying in D except for its end points A and B which

lie on L. The interval AB of L contains X because one of the complementary

domains of the simple closed curve AOB + AB is a subset of D and since it

can not contain P, it must contain the segment OX of XP. Let AZB denote

the arc of J such that J=AXB+AZB. In the order A, Z, B, let AB denote

the last point that AZB has in common with the ray XA of L, and let Bx de-

note the next point that AZB has in common with ß if it is not in L. Let Li

denote the component of ß containing Bh and let Ai denote the last point

that AZB has in common with Lu Let B2 denote the next point that AZB has

in common with ß if it is not in L, let L2 denote the open curve of ß containing

B2, and let A2 denote the last point that AZB has in common with L2. This

process can be continued (for a finite number of steps) until for some integer

n the next point that AZB has in common with ß following An is a point B0 of
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L. Since A 0 precedes B0 in AZB, B0 belongs to the ray AB of L. Let J\ denote

the simple closed curve A0XB0(of L)+A0B1(of AZB)+A1B1(ol Li)+AiBt(<d

AZB)+ ■ ■ ■ +An-iBn(ol AZB)+AnBn(ot Ln)+AnBü(oi AZB). (See Figure

3.) It is clear that if Bi exists, J\ lies in S — D, because by Theorem 11(b) any

x

Figure 3

segment lying in D having its end points in different components of ß contains

P, and Ji does not contain P. Now in case Jx = A0XB0(of L) +^4050(of AZB),

suppose that AoBa lies in D. Then Ji lies in D and ß-Ji is connected; so by

Theorem 36 one of the complementary domains / of Ji is a subset of D. Let

P'X denote an arc lying in I except for X which is on the boundary of I.

Now I does not contain P and Ji does not intersect PX+P; hence, I does

not contain PX, and therefore PX and P'X abut on AXB from different

sides. But since both PX and P'X lie in D, this contradicts Theorem 35.

Thus in either case Ji is a subset of S—D. By Theorem 16 one of the com-

plementary domains Ix of Ji is a subset of S—D and is the interior of J\ with

respect to P. Let X' denote a point of J\—J\ L, and let J2 denote a simple

closed curve separating X from P+M+X'. Let I2 denote the interior of J2

with respect to P. By Theorem 11 of Chapter III of Foundations, Ji+J2 con-

tains a simple closed curve J3 such that (1) I3, the interior of J3 with respect

to P, is a subset both of Ii and of 72, and (2) J3 • L is an arc containing X as

an interior point. Let A'X'B' denote an arc lying in I3 except for points A'

and-B' which belong to J3-AoX and J3BqX respectively. Then J4=A'XB'(pf

L) +A 'X'B' is a simple closed curve lying in S — (D+M) whose interior with

respect to P is a subset of I3 and hence, contains no point of M. Furthermore,
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the common part of J4 with ß is the arc A'XB' which is an interval of L

containing X as an interior point.

Theorem 41. If D is a pseudo-simple domain, then S—D is connected.

Proof. The boundary ß of D is the sum of a finite number of mutually

exclusive open curves Lu L2, ■ • ■ , Lj. By Theorem 40 there exists, for each

point X of ß, a simple closed curve Jx such that Jx is a subset oi S—D and

Jx ■ ß is for some n tisj an interval Tx of Ln containing X as an interior point.

Let Ix denote the complementary domain of Jx which does not contain D.

By Theorem 16, Ix is a subset of S—D. Now for each n, nSj, let Dn=^2,Ix

for X on Ln. All the segments Jx — Tx for X on Ln lie in S—D and abut on Ln

from the same side. Hence the domains Ix overlap, so that Dn is a connected

subset oi S—D. Furthermore, if T is any arc in S — D which abuts on Ln at a

point X, it abuts on L„ from the same side as Jx — Tx, and hence, contains

points of Ix and Dn. So for each nSj,- only one component of S — D has

boundary points on Ln.

Now suppose that S — D is not connected. Then there exist two mutually

exclusive domains H and K such that S—D=H+K. Since space is con-

nected, both H and K have boundary points in ß, but for no n, n ^j, does Ln

contain boundary points of both H and K. Hence ß ■ H and ß ■ ~R are mutually

exclusive closed point sets. Let AB denote an arc in S—P irreducible from

ß-H to ß-K. Now since each Dn, n^j, belongs either to H or to K,

ß=ß-H+ß-K; so AB contains only two points A and B of ß, and these

points belong to different open curves of the collection Lt, L2, ■ ■ ■ , Lj. There-

fore, since AB does not contain P, the segment AB lies in S — D, and hence,

contains a point of I a and a point of IB- But, since IA and IB belong to H

and K respectively, this is a contradiction.

Theorem 42. Every pseudo-simple domain is strongly simply connected.

This theorem is a consequence of Theorems 16 and 41.

Definition. A domain D is said to be internally simple provided that for

each point X of D there exists a simple domain containing X and lying to-

gether with its boundary in D.

Theorem 43. If D is a pseudo-simple domain with respect to a simply con-

nected domain Q and a point P, then each component of D —P is internally

simple.

Proof. Let U denote a component of D —P, and let X denote a point of U.

Let AP denote an arc from A to P lying except for P in U. By Theorems 2

and 10 there exists a simple closed curve / crossing XP. If / intersects the

boundary of D, then / contains an arc A YB crossing XP and lying except
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for the points A and B of L in D. Let /i denote the simple closed curve

AB(oi L)+AYB. One of the complementary domains of Ji is a subset of D

and contains X. Let Jx denote a simple closed curve separating Ji+P

from X. If J does not intersect the boundary of D, let Jx denote /. Then,

one of the complementary domains Ix of Jx contains X, and Ix+Jx is a

subset of U. Hence, U is internally simple.

Theorem 44. 7/ P is a pseudo-simple domain, S—D is internally simple.

Proof. The domain D is pseudo-simple with respect to a domain Q and a

point P. Let A denote the collection of mutually exclusive open curves whose

sum is the boundary of D, and let L denote an element of A. Let X denote a

point of S—D, and let ^4X denote an arc irreducible from L to X and con-

taining no point of A*—L. Suppose that S — (D+AX) is the sum of two

mutually exclusive domains H and K. Because no arc separates space, both

PL and K have boundary points in A*. Furthermore, because of Theorem 40 no

element of A—L contains points of both A* • H and A* - K, nor does either of

the rays of L from A contain points of both A* • H and A* • K. Let AP denote

an arc in D+A from A to P. Since AX+AP does not separate space, there

exists an arc T irreducible from A* - H to A*-K in S—(AX+AP). Now the

segment J is a subset of S—D, for if T were a subset of D, it would have one

end on one ray of L from A and the other end on the other ray from A with-

out intersecting AP, which by Theorems 35 and 36 is impossible. But it is

also impossible for T to lie in S—D, for in this case H and K would have

boundary points in the same open curve of A. Hence, S — (D+AX) is con-

nected.

Let EYF denote an arc lying except for F in S — (D+AX) and crossing

AX at the point F. Since S— (D+AX) is connected, there exists an arc

EZF lying in it from E to F. The sum of the arcs, EYF and EZF, contains a

simple closed curve / crossing AX at the point F whose interior with respect

to P is a simple domain I containing X such that /+/ is a subset of S—D.

Theorem 45. If Di and D2 are pseudo-simple domains with respect to do-

mains Qi and Q2 and a point P respectively, Q2 is a subset of Di, and C is a com-

ponent of Di—D2, then C is an internally simple, strongly simply connected

domain.

Proof. The component C is strongly simply connected; for if a simple

closed curve / is a subset of C, then by Theorems 16 and 41 the interior I

of J with respect to P is a subset of both D\ and S—D2.

If X is a point of C, then by Theorems 43 and 44 there exist two simple

domains, Ii and I2, each containing X such that Ii and I2 are subsets of D\ —P

and S—D2 respectively. By Theorem 12 of Chapter III of Foundations, h h
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contains a simple domain Ix which contains X and whose boundary is a sub-

set of the sum of the boundaries of Ii and I2.\ Therefore, Ix is a subset of C,

and C is internally simple.

Theorem 46. If D is an internally simple, simply connected domain and

AB is an arc lying in D except for its end points which belong to the boundary

of D, then D — DAB is the sum of two mutually exclusive, internally simple,

simply connected domains, each having AB on its boundary.

Proof. For each point X of AB let Ix denote a simple domain containing

X such that Ix is a subset of D. Let Jx denote the boundary of Ix and let C

denote a simple closed curve separating X from A +B+JX. By Theorem 10,

C+AB contains a simple' closed curve C separating X from A+B+Jx,

whose common part with AB is the sum of two continua. Let A'XB' denote

the interval of AB containing X such that A'XB'-C = A'+B'. One of the

complementary domains I' of C is a subset of D and contains the segment

A'XB'. The point set I' —A'XB' is the sum of two simple domains Ixi and

1x2, one on one side of AB and the other on the other side of AB. Now if the

subscripts 1 and 2 are so used so that all the domains IXi for X on AB are

on the same side of AB and all the domains IXt are on the other side of AB,

Di =^2lxi and D2 =^,1x2 are two connected domains which are subsets of D.

Now each point 0 of D—AB may be joined to a point of AB by an arc OE

lying in D — AB except for its one end point E, and OE must intersect either

Di or D2. If for each i, i=1, 2, Hi denotes the set of all points 0 such that the

segment OE intersects D{, then Hi and H2 are connected domains and

Hl+H2=D — AB. But if D is simply connected, no arc segment lying in

D can abut on AB from different sides since neither A nor B belongs to D.

Hence Hi and H2 are mutually exclusive, and AB belongs to the boundary of

each of them.

Now suppose that / is a simple closed curve lying in Hi. One of the com-

plementary domains I of / is a subset of D. Therefore, I contains no point of

AB. But I has limit points in Hi, namely, the points of /, and hence contains

points of Hi. Consequently 7 is a subset of Hi, and therefore Hi is simply

connected. Likewise, H2 is simply connected.

Let X denote a point of Hi. Since D is internally simple, there exists a

simple domain Ix containing X and lying together with its boundary Jx

in D. By Theorem 3 there exists a simple closed curve Jx separating X from

Jx +AB. The curve Jx is a subset of Hi, and hence one of its complementary

domains Ix is a subset of Hi and contains X. Consequently, Hi is internally

simple and likewise H2 is internally simple.

f The notation here does not correspond to that of Theorem 12 of Chapter III of Foundations.
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Theorem 47. If D is an internally simple, simply connected domain, ß is

the boundary of D, J is a simple closed curve lying in D, and AB is an arc ir-

reducible from J to the boundary of D, then D — (J+AB) is the sum of two

mutually exclusive, internally simple, simply connected domains, one having J

for its boundary, and the other having for its boundary J -\-AB-\-ß.

Theorem 47 may be established by methods similar to those used in prov-

ing Theorem 46.

Theorem 48. If D is a pseudo-simple domain and AB is an arc lying in

S — D except for the points A and B which lie on the boundary of D, then

S — (D+AB) is the sum of two connected domains whose boundaries have as

their common part the arc AB.

Proof. From Theorems 16, 41, 44, and 46, S — {D+AB) is the sum of two

connected domains whose boundaries contain AB in their common part. And

if ß denotes the boundary of D, it is clear from Theorems 38 and 40 that this

common part cannot contain a point of ß — (A+B).

Theorem 49. If under the hypothesis of Theorem 45, AXB is an arc lying

in C except for the points A and B which lie on the boundary of C, then C—AXB

is the sum of two connected domains whose boundaries have as their common part

the arc AXB.

Theorem 49 may be proved by an argument similar to that of the preced-

ing theorem if we use Theorems 45 and 46 and a theorem similar to Theorem

40 and established in a similar manner.

Definition. Suppose that Xu X2, X3, and X4 are points of ß, the bound-

ary of a pseudo-simple domain. Then Xi+X3 is said to ordinally separate X2

from Xi on ß if there exists a simple closed curve J whose common part with

ß is Xi+Xs and which separates X2 from X4.

Theorem 50. Suppose that D is a pseudo-simple domain, ß is the boundary

of D, and Xi, X2, X3, and X4 are four distinct points of ß. Then one pair of them

ordinally separates the other two on ß; and if Xi+X3 ordinally separates X2from

X4 on ß, then (1) X2+X4 ordinally separates Xifrom X3 on ß, (2) every simple

closed curve J containing a point of D and S — D such that J-ß=X\+X3 sepa-

rates X2from Xt, but (3) Xi+X2 does not ordinally separate X3 from X4 on ß.

Proof. Let X^X2 and X\BX2 denote arcs lying except for Xi and X2 in D

and S — D respectively. Suppose that J' = XrAX2+XiBX2 does not separate

X3 from Xi. Now let AX3 and BX3 denote arcs lying except for X3 in D and

S—D respectively, such that AX3 J'=A and BX3 J'=B. With respect to

Xi, the interior of the simple closed curves formed by one pair of the three

arcs AXxB, AXJi, and AX3B contains the other arc segment. Hence, one
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pair of the points Xi, X2, X3, and X4 ordinally separates the other two on ß.

Suppose that Xi+X3 ordinally separates X2 from X4 on ß. Then there

exists by a construction similar to that of the above paragraph two arcs

X2AX4 and XzBX4 lying except for X2 and X4 in D and S — D respectively

whose sum is a simple closed curve separating Xi from X3. If / is a simple

closed curve containing a point of D and a point of S—D whose com-

mon part with ß is Xi+X3, then / is the sum of two arcs X\A'X3 and

X\B'X3 lying except for Xi and X3 in D and S — D respectively. Let C de-

note the simple closed curve X^AXi+XzBXi. By a double application of

Theorem 10, C+XiA'X3+XyB'X3 contains a simple closed curve C whose

common part with X^A 'X3 is connected and whose common part with XxB'X3

is also connected and which separates X2 from X4. It is clear now that J sepa-

rates X2 from X^

Now suppose that Xi-\-X2 ordinally separates X3 from X4 on ß. Then there

would exist a simple closed curve, having the properties of / in the preceding

paragraph, which does not separate X2 from X4. This is impossible if Xi+X3

ordinally separates X2 from X4.

Arguments of a similar nature show that if order on ß is interpreted by

the notion of ordinal separation, then we have

Theorem 51. If ß is the boundary of a pseudo-simple domain, the points

of ß have a cyclic order which preserves the ordinary order on any open curve

component of ß.

Theorem 52. Suppose that Di and D2 are pseudo-simple domains with re-

spect to domains Qi and Q2 and a point P respectively, Q2 is a subset of Dx, X\,

X2, X3, and X4, and Fi, Y2, Y3, and Y4 are the end points of four mutually ex-

clusive arcs Ti, T2, T3, and T4 which cross Dx — D2. Then if X1+X3 ordinally

separates X2from X4 on ß\, the boundary of Dh then Fi+F2 ordinally separates

Y2from Y4 on ß2, the boundary of D2, and conversely.

Proof. Let XXAX2 denote an arc lying except for the points Xi and X3 in

S — Di, and let YXBY3 denote an arc lying except for the points Fi and F3

in D2. Let / denote the simple closed curve Ti+XiAX3-\-T3-\-YiBY3. Since

Xi-\-X3 ordinally separates X2 from X4 on ßh J separates X2 from X4. But /

does not intersect T2 or T4 and hence, / separates F2 from Y4. Therefore,

Fi+F2 ordinally separates F2 from Y4 on ß2. Likewise, the converse is true.

2. Consequences of Axioms 0—4, 5* and 7

Axiom 7. The set of all points is completely separable.]

f This axiom is numbered 7 because it is so numbered in Foundations. See Foundations, p. 412.
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The purpose of this section is to outline an argument showing that a

space satisfying Axioms 0-4, 5*, and 7 is a subset of a space satisfying

Axioms 0-4, 5*, and 7 which contains no edge points. Considerable detail

will be left to the reader, and notation introduced in a definition, when used

subsequently without explanation, will be understood to have the significance

given it in the definition.

Definition. Suppose that P is an edge point. Suppose, furthermore, that

there exist for each n, a pseudo-simple domain Dn containing Dn+i whose

boundary ßn is the sum of a finite number of open curves, Ln\, Ln2, ■ • • , LnQn)

and for each n and q, qSqn, two sequences of mutually exclusive arcs,

Ti,nq, T2,nq, • ■ • and T-i,n<l, T-2,nq, ■ ■ ■ , crossing Dn—Dn+i such that, de-

noting Tm,nq-ßn and Tm,nq-ßn+i by Xm,nq and Ym,nq respectively,!

(0) for each n, Dn is pseudo-simple with respect to P and a domain Qn

which is a subset of a region of G„ of Axiom 1, which is in turn a subset of

Dn-i, Do=S',

(1) for each m, Lnq contains Xm,nq;

(2) for each n, the points Xi,nt, Xi,ni, X-2,n2, X_i,n2, Xi,n»,

X2,„2, • ' ' >"■*»•• • j X-i,nqn, Ar_i,n9n, Xi,nQn, X2,nq„, ••■>•■■, X-2in\,

X-i,ut have on ßn the cyclic order indicated;}:

(3) for each Ym,ng, there exists an integer r, r^q, such that Xm,(n+i)T

= V

(4) for each n and q, q^qn, neither of the sequences, T1>nq, T2,nq, ■ ■ ■ and

T-\,nq, r-2.n9, • • ■ has a sequential limit set. Let Ws denote the point set

consisting of P together with all the sets Lnq and Tm,nq. Such a set, Ws, is said

to be a radial web skeleton about P.

Theorem 53. If R is a region containing an edge point P, R contains a

radial web skeleton about P.

Theorem 53 may be proved with the help of Theorems 15, 18, 32, 33, 45,

and 52 and a method similar to that of Theorem 33.

Definition and notation. Suppose that Ws is a radial web skeleton

about an edge point P. For each n and q, q^=qn, Lnq of Ws is the sum of two

rays and L~q having only one point in common and containing X1%nq,

X2,nq, ■ ■ ■ and X-i,nq, X-2,nq, • ■ • respectively. Such rays are said to be rays

on ßn and to have the cyclic order of the points Xm,nq. The point set Ws is

said to connect L„t to Z.(i>+i)r if Pi,nq contains points of both of them. Likewise,

Ws is said to connect L~q to L^+1)r if T-linq contains points of both of them.

f When an integral subscript letter is followed by a comma, its range is both the positive and

negative integers.

J This order is selected arbitrarily on ft; then it is transferred from ßi to ft, from ft, to ft, • • ■ by

the arcs Tm,nq using Theorem 52.
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Theorem 54. Suppose that Ws is a radial web skeleton about an edge point

P, and Ws connects to L\n+\)r and L~a< to Z7n+i)r'. Then if q' = q+l, r' = r+l,

and conversely.

JT-i.li

Figure 4

Proof. Suppose on the contrary, for instance, that Ti,u contains a point

of La and of L23 while T—\,n contains a point of LT2 and of L\~$. Since

Ti.n+T-iAi+P does not separate space, there exists an arc T from Z24 to ft

of Ws lying except for its end points in Dx—D2. Let T ßy = X and T-ß2 = Y.

Since Y is between Fiji and F_i,u on ft, X is between X\,n and X-us on ßi

by Theorem 52. Hence X is either on the subray of Lti from Xi,n or on the

subray of LT2 from X_i,a2. Suppose the former, and a similar argument will

apply to the other case. Since the sequence of arcs Ti.ii, T2,n, T3,u, ■ ■ ■ has

no sequential limit set, there is some one of them, Tm,n, which has no point

in common with T such that Xm,n is between X and X_i,i2 on ft. But Ym,n

belongs to L23 and is not between Y and F_i,i2 on ft, which contradicts

Theorem 52.

A similar argument will show the converse to be true; that is, if r' = r+l,

then q' = q + l.

Definition. Suppose that Ws is a radial web skeleton. Then and

IT(3+i) of Ws are said to be adjacent rays on ft.f

Theorem 55. Suppose that Ws is a radial web skeleton. Then Ws connects

each pair of adjacent rays on ft, to a pair of adjacent rays on ft+i, and if Ws

f When q=qn, 9+1 is to be interpreted as 1.
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connects either of a pair of adjacent rays on ßn to a ray on ßn-i, then Ws connects

this pair to a pair of adjacent rays on ßn-\.

Notation. If Ws is a radial web skeleton, let Cnq denote the component of

Dn — D„+i whose boundary ßnq contains Lnq of Ws.

Theorem 56. If Ws is a radial web skeleton, then ßnq-ßn+i is the sum of a

finite collection Hnq of consecutive rays on ßn+i consisting of two extreme rays,

Z7»+i)3 an^ P7»+i>«') ? = •?'; and aM other rays on ßn+i between L~n+i)q and

Z,|i,+i)4'; and £^,+i)s and Z,(n+1)3< are the only rays of Hnq which are connected by

Ws to rays of ßn.

Theorem 57. If Ws is a radial web skeleton and n and q are integers such

that neither L„q nor Aca+d of Ws is connected to a ray on j3„_i by Ws, then there

exists a sequence of mutually exclusive arcs Z71[n5], U2[nq\, U3lnq], ■ ■ ■ f such

that (1) for each m, m>0, Umlnq] is an arc from Xm,nq to X_m,n(g+1) lying

except for these two points in Dn_1 — Dn,Do=S, and (2) the sequence has no

sequential limit set.

Proof. Let C denote the component of A-i — Dn whose boundary con-

tains Z^g+Z^cg+i), and let L denote C-ßn-i.% Let G denote the collection of

all simple domains which lie together with their boundaries in C. By Theo-

rems 44 and 45, G covers C. Since space is completely separable, G contains

a countable subcollection Ii, I2, h, • ■ ■ covering C. For each integer m, m >0,

let Mm denote an arc irreducible from Jm, the boundary of Im, to L lying

except for one end point in C. By Theorem 47, C—C- (Jm+Mm) is the sum

of two connected domains, Im and Em, where the boundary of Em consists of

Jm+Mm together with the boundary of C. For each m, let U'mlnq] denote an arc

from Xm,nq to X-m,„(q+D lying except for these end points in Em. By Theorem

49, U'minq] separates C into two internally simple, simply connected domains.

One of these domains Fm' has for its boundary U'minq] plus the subray of

from Xm,nq and the subray of LZ<q+v> from X_m,n(9+d, and contains no point

of /„. If the arcs U'minq] are mutually exclusive, then they form the sequence

Ullnq], U2[nq\, U3[nq[, ■ ■ ■ . If this is not the case, let U1[nq] = c7'u„a] and

Vi = V{, and suppose that Am • U'nnq\ is not vacuous. Let A\Bi and A2B2

denote intervals of £/i[n9] and U2lnq] respectively which lie in C and contain

U1[nq] ■ U2[„q]. By Theorems 10 and 45 and Theorem 13 of Chapter III of

Foundations, there exists a simple closed curve / lying in C and separating

A1B1+A2B2 from Xi,nq+X-2,n{q+1) such that the common part of / with each

of the intervals A2X2,nq and B2X-.2,n{q+1) of U2 [ng] is connected. Now since

f This notation, [nq], is used to restrict n and q to values for which the hypothesis of Theorem 57

is satisfied.

t When n=\, C ßn-i is to be interpreted as a point of L^.
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A^Xz.nq and B2X-2Mq+d are subsets of V\ and contain no points of Vi, J con-

tains an arc AB lying in Vi ■ Vi except for A and B irreducible from AiX2,nq to

B2X-.2in(q+V). Let U2[nq\ =AB-\~AXi,nq of ^42X2,n9+BX-2,7,(5+1) of B2X^2,n(q+i),

and let V2 denote the component of V\ — U2inQ] which has the subray of L„t

from X2,nq and the subray of Z-Tcj+d from X_2,JJ(5+i) on its boundary. The do-

main V2 is a subset of V\ ■ Vi . This process may be continued and the required

sequence of arcs constructed, for it is clear that since Vi d V2 d Vs 3 • • • and

Vi-Vi-Vi- ■ ■ ■ =0, the sequence of arcs has no sequential limit set.

Notation and construction. Now on a radial web skeleton it is possible

to construct what will be called a radial web. Let Ws denote a radial web

skeleton about an edge point P. For each integer triplet, m (positive or nega-

tive), n>0, and 0<q^q„, there exists a continuous reversible transformation

of the point set Tm,nq—Ym,nq of Ws into the number set 1/m^/>1/(«4-1).

Figure 5

Let Xlm,nq denote the point of Tm,nq whose transform is the number t. Then,

of course, Xm,nq =Xm!nnq. Let p denote a countable set of numbers everywhere

dense on 0<2<1 and containing all the reciprocals of positive integers ex-

cept 1. For each pair of positive integers, n and q, q^s qn, and for each / of p

such that l/n=-t>l/(n+l), let Lnq denote an open curve lying in Cnq such

that (1) L if t = l/n, (2) Lnt intersects Tm,nq in the point X'm,nq, and

(3) if t and /' are different numbers of p, Ltnq-L'nq = 0. Since p is countable,

these open curves may be constructed one at a time by the use of Theorem 18

and repeated applications of Theorem 46.

For each pair of integers, n and q, n > 0 and q ̂  qn, such that Ltq is not
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connected by Ws to a ray on ßn-i, there exists by Theorem 57 a sequence

Ui[nq\, Uung], U3[n0], • • • of mutually exclusive arcs such that (1) for each m,

m>0, Um[nq] is an arc from Xm,nq to X-m,ni.q+i) lying except for these points

in .D„_i — D„, D0=S, and (2) the sequence has no sequential limit set. For each

t of p, let ß1 =Y?q"=1L'nq. The point set W consisting of Ws together with all the

point sets ß' and Um[nq] is called a radial web about P, and Ws is said to be

the skeleton of W.

Notation and definition. If Xm<nq is a point of a ray on ßn of the skeleton

Ws of the radial web W which is not connected to a ray on ßn~i by Ws, let

Nm,ino] denoteP+£Z-nTm,Tpr, where pn = q and for r>n,pr is the integer such

that Xm,rpr = Fm,(r_l)pr_1. For each [nq] and m, m>0, let Jm[ng\ denote the

simple closed curve A7™, [„9] + Z7m[na] +N-m,[„(9+d],andlet/m[n9l denotethecom-

plementary domain of Jm[„q] which contains Jm+i[nqi —P.] For each / of p, let

Ulminq) denote the interval of Jm{ng\ — P which is irreducible from one com-

ponent of ß' to another component of ßl with t^l/n.

For each pair of values, t' and t" of p, t'>t", let /3m,'[„8] denote the point

set consisting of the interval of iV„,[„{] between ß1' and ßl", when both /'

and t" are less than \/n, together with the rays of ß1' and ßl" from the end

points of this interval which intersect Nm+i,inq\. It is clear that 0m'[nq\

separates space into two mutually exclusive connected domains, one of

which, 7m'[„9'], is a subset of Iminq\, is the sum of an infinite number of

simple domains, and has ßm,inq] for its complete boundary. For each m,

m>0, let i?"[„9] denote /m,[»,i+AV[n(,+i)]. The boundary, ßm[nq], of R'2inq\

is ßm"inq] +ß-m,[n(9+i)]. Let P[nq] denote the collection of all domains R'linq],

where t" <t<t'. The collection P[nq\ will be hereinafter referred to as an ideal

point.% The set of ideal points, ^tPlinq\, will be called the spur N[nq] and

win" De called the cluster at P or about P.

Theorem 58. For each \nq\, the sequence Jx\\nq\,Ji\nq\,J3\\nq\, ■ ■ ■ hasPfor

its sequential limit set and Ii[nq] -h[nq\ - Ising], ■ • • =0.

Theorem 59. For each m, W — TF-^[n4]/m[n8] is & closed and compact point

set.

Theorem 60. If P\nq\ is an ideal point andM is a compact point set, there

exists a number 5 and an integer m, such that if'0 <t'—t" <5,m>m, and Rm'['nq\

belongs to P[nq\, then Rming] contains no point of M.

Theorem 61. If t is a number of p and M is a compact point set, there exists

a number m such that if m>m, then for no [nq] does c7'ro[n9] contain a point of M.

f The point sets Um[„g] may intersect the sets ßl in more than one point.

X This is analogous to a method used by R. L. Moore to define point in terms of piece. See R. L.

Moore, A set of axioms for plane analysis situs, Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 25 (1935), pp. 13-28.
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Notation and construction. By Theorem 24 the set of edge points may be

put into a simple countable sequence Ph P2, Pi, ■ ■ ■ . Let W\, W2, W3, ■ ■ ■

and, for each integer j, Ru, R2j, R3i, ■ ■ ■ and Du, D2j, DSj, ■ ■ • denote se-

quences of point sets such that (1) for each n andj, Rnj is a region of Gn+j of

Axiom 1, (2) for each n andj, Dnj is a pseudo-simple domain with respect to

Pj and a simply connected domain Qnj lying with its boundary in Rnj, and

Dnj contains R(n+i),; (3) for eachj, W,- is a radial web about P,- whose skeleton

is constructed on the domains, Dljt D2j, Dsj, - ■ • , and lies in Rlh (4) if /' >j

and Rij- contains a point of Du, then Rij> is a subset of Rilt and (5) for each

integer j', there exists an integer m such that if j <j', then ^ij< contains no

point of ~52inq\Iminq\ of Wj. Let G denote a countable collection of simple

domains such that if X is a simple point of 5 and R is a region containing X,

some domain of G contains X and lies together with its boundary in R. For

each integer i, let Hi denote the collection of all the domains D such that

either (1') D is a simple domain of G which is a subset of a region of Gi of

Axiom 1, or (2') for some pair of integers n and j, n+j^i, D is a pseudo-

simple domain Dnj, or (3') for some triplet of integers, m, n, and q, and some

pair of numbers, t' and t", of p, with m = i and 0<t' — t"Sl/i, D = R'2inq] of

Wj for some j.

Definition. If for some i andy, D is a domain of Hi and P[ng] is an ideal

point denned from IF,-, then D is said to inclose P[ngi provided that some do-

main of P[nq] together with its boundary is a subset of D.

Definition. Let S' be a space in which point is to be interpreted as mean-

ing either a point of 5 or one of the ideal points defined by TF, for some j,

and in which region is to be interpreted as meaning a point set g' consisting

of the points of some domain D of H{, for some i, together with the ideal

points which D incloses. A point of S' which is also a point of S will be called

an "ordinary" point and a point of S' which is not a point of 5 will be called

an "ideal" point. Regions in S' will be referred to as G'-regions.

From here on the space to be considered is S'.

Theorem 63. In S, point and limit point are unchanged by the above defini-

tion of point and region in S'.

Theorem 64. Every point of S' is a limit point of S.

Theorem 65. If g' is a G'-region, then g' = g' S.

Theorem 66. If J is a simple closed curve of "ordinary" points, then S'—J

is the sum of two mutually exclusive connected domains each having J for its

complete boundary.
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Proof. The point set S—J is the sum of two mutually separate connected

sets H and K. Let H' = H — H J and K' = K — ~RJ. Suppose that H' has a

point A in common with K'. The point A is an "ideal" point P[nq\. By

Theorem 60 there exists a number mx such that if m>Mi and 2?2['»a] belongs

to Pl[nq\, then ic'J'[n5] .S contains no point of /. But Rm[nq) contains points

of both H and K. Hence, /'„'.[„ti+Ä.inti is a subset of H, say, and

/-m,[n(9+i)]+/3-m,[r,(3+i)] is a subset of K. By Theorem 61 there exists a

number m2 such that if m>m2, then r/'m[„5] does not intersect J. But for

each w, Um[nq\ intersects both ß'l,inq\ and ^m,[niq+1)], t" <t<t', which leads

to a contradiction when m is greater than both Mi and m2. Hence, H' and 2?'

have no point in common. Since H and K are connected and have J on

their respective boundaries, H' and K' are connected and have J for their

respective boundaries. By Theorem 64, S' = J+H'+K'.

Theorem 67. If P[nq\ belongs to the cluster of "ideal" points about the

point Pj, and g' is a G'-region containing the point P[nq\ such that g'-S is

not a domain of P{nq], then g'-S containsP,-.

Proof. Suppose that g' -S is not a domain of P[nq\ but contains a domain R

of P[„q] and g' S does not contain Pj.

Case I. If g' ■ S is of type (l')>t its boundary / separates R from Pj. There-

fore, infinitely many of the simple closed CUrVeS Jl[nq], J2[na], -Isinq], ' ■ ' Of Wj

would intersect /. But since 7 is a compact subset of S, the sequential limit

set of 7i[„g], /2[«5], Jnnq], • • • of Wj would contain points of S other than Pj,

contrary to Theorem 58.

Case II. If g'-S is of type (2') and its boundary was used in the construc-

tion of the web Wj>, then j' is not j and one may see, from Theorem 58 and a

method similar to that of Theorem 40, that the boundary of g' S and a finite

number of the arcs of the type U'm[nq] of Wj> contains a simple closed curve /

lying in 5 and separating g' ■ S, and hence R, from Pj. This leads to a contra-

diction as in Case I.

Case III. If g'-S is of type (3'), there exists an integer/, such thaty' is

not j and g' S was defined using the web Wy. Hence, P,< is not Pj and the

boundary of g'-S together with one of the simple closed curves of the type

Jminq} of Wj> contains a simple closed curve / lying in S and separating g'-S,

and hence R, from Pj. This leads to a contradiction as in Case I.

Definition. For each i, let Gl denote the collection of all G'-regions g'

of S' such that D = g' -S is an element of Hi. The region g' is said to be defined

by or obtained from D.

f See Notation and construction, p. 87.
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Theorem 68. If P[no] is an "ideal" point, there exists an integer k such

that no region of Gk' contains P[nq] except those regions of Gk defined from do-

mains belonging to P[nq\ ■

Proof. Let Pj denote the edge point P such that the cluster about P con-

tains P[nq\ - Let n denote an integer such that t>l/n. There exists an integer

m such that if i is an integer greater than m and R is a region in S of Gi of

Axiom 1 which contains Pj, then R is a subset of D-j in 5. Suppose that g'

is a region of Gl, i>m, of the type (1') or (2') which contains Pfn9]-t Then

by Theorem 67, g'-S contains Pj. But g' S is a subset of a region R of Gi of

Axiom 1. Hence, R contains Pj and points not belonging to D~-, which is a

contradiction. Likewise, iij — fn and^Vj, no region of type (3') obtained from

a domain of an "ideal" point of the cluster about Pj contains P[nq\ because

each such domain together with its boundary in 5 is a subset of a region of Gi

of Axiom 1 with i>in. Now by Theorem 58, for each integer j,j <m andjV/,

there exists an integer m,- such that for m>Mj, ~52[nq]Im[n9i defined from Wj

does not contain Pj. Then if g' is a region of type (3') of Gl, i>fhj, defined

by Wj, g'-S does not contain Pj. Hence, by Theorem 67, R does not contain

P[nq\- Let k denote an integer greater than m and for each 7, j<m and j^j,

greater than m,. Thus, if i>k and g' is a region of Gl which contains P\nq\,

then g' was obtained from a domain of P[nq\, for no two regions of type (3')

defined by Wj containing points of different spurs of the cluster about Pj have

a point in common.

Theorem 69. The space S' satisfies Axiom 1.

Proof. It can be shown with the help of Theorems 67 and 68 that S' satis-

fies parts (1), (2), and (3) of Axiom l.J Considerable argument is required

but is left to the reader.

It will now be shown that part (4) of Axiom 1 is satisfied. Suppose that

Mi, M2, Ms, ■ ■ ■ is a sequence of closed subsets of S' such that for each i,

Mi contains Mi+i and is a subset of a region gl of Gl.

Case I. Suppose that for infinitely many values of i, gl is of type (1')

or (2')- Suppose for simplicity that this is true for all integers i. Then for

each i, K{ = (gl ■ S) • (gl ■ S) ■ ■ ■ (gl ■ S) is a non-vacuous point set closed with

respect to S such that Ki contains Ki+i. But for each i, gl -S, and hence Ki,

is a subset of a region R{ of G,- of Axiom 1. By Axiom 1 for S, there exists a

point P of S which for each i belongs to Ki. Hence in S', P belongs to the

f See Notation and construction, p. 87.

I See footnote p. 54. The role of the collections d, G2, G3, • • • is now to be taken by the

collections Gl, Gj, d, • • ■ .
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sequential limit set of Mi, M2, Ms, ■ ■ ■ and therefore for each i, P belongs

to Mi.

Case II. If Case I does not occur, then there exists an integer j such that

for infinitely many values of i, gl is a G'-region of type (3') defined by the

web Wj] for otherwise infinitely many of these regions of type (3') could be

replaced by regions of type (2') satisfying the above conditions. Suppose

for simplicity that for each i, gl is of type (3') and defined by Wj. Since no

two regions of type (3') defined by Wj which have a point in common contain

points of different spurs of the cluster about Pj, there exist for each *, integers

m, n, and q, and numbers t' and t", 0 <t" <t' < 1, such that (1) R'2'i'nq] defined

from Wj is g' -S, (2) [nq] does not vary with i, and (3) w—>«> and (t' — t")

—>0, as i—>oo. Since for each i, g' contains points of g{, there exists a num-

ber t, 0 <t < 1, such that as i—»°o, ►/ and t"-^t. Hence P[nq\ is common to

Mi, M2, Ms, ■ ■ ■ .

Theorem 70. Every G'-region is a simple domain.

Theorem 71. The space S' satisfies Axioms 2, 3, 5*, and 7 and contains no

edge points.

Theorem 71 is a consequence of Theorems 64, 69, and 70 and the fact that

the collection of all G'-regions is countable.

Theorem 72. If J is a simple closed curve of "ordinary'' points, I is one

of its complementary domains, the points A and B separate the points C and D

on J, and AXB is an arc of "ordinary" points such that AXB is a subset of I,

then I—AXB is the sum of two simple domains Ii and 12 such that the boundary

of 11 is the simple closed curve ACB(of J)+AXB and the boundary of 12 is the

simple closed curve ADB(of J)+AXB.

Proof. Since the theorem holds for S, it can be shown to hold for S' with

the help of Theorem 66.

Theorem 73. Theorem 72 remains true when the segment AXB contains

just one "ideal" point.

Proof. Suppose for simplicity of notation that X is the "ideal" point of

the segment AXB. Let Wj denote the web used in the definition of the do-

mains of X, and let Nlnq] denote the spur which contains X. A number of

cases occur depending upon where the edge point P, is. Only one of these

cases will be treated. The others may be dealt with in a somewhat similar

but more complicated manner.

Suppose thatP,- does not belong to J+AXB. Let /itn9], Jiinqi, P3[n9], • • •

denote the sequence of simple closed curves in W, which has as its sequential

limit set Pj+Ni„ti. It can be shown by using Theorem 10 that there exists a
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sequence G, C2, Cs, • • • of simple closed curves whose sequential limit set

is P,-fiV[„9j such that for each k, (1) there is an integer m,m = k, so that Ck

is a subset of Jm[nq\ +AXB, (2) Ck-AX is an arc AkAk' and CkBX is an

arc BkBk', (3) the components of Ck — Ck-AXB are two segments, Ak'XkBk

and Ak'YkBk', which approach the rays AX and BX in X from different

sides but AkXkBk and ^*+iXi+iPi+i approach these rays from the same

side, and (4) the common part of Ck and Ck+i is at most P,-, Ck separating

Ck+i — Ck+i-Ck from /. For each k, let In and hk denote respectively the com-

plementary domains of AAk'(of AX)+A£XkBl +BBI (of BX)+ACB or

.4,4*"(of AX)+AknYkBk"+BBk"(ol BX)+ACB and AA/(of

+^/M/+ÄB*'(of BX)+ADB or AAl'+AI'YkBk"+BBI'(oi BX)
+ADB which are subsets of 7. Let P denote /11+/12+/13+ • • • together

with the limit points of this set which do not belong to J+AXB, and let h

denote /21+.722+/23+ • ■ • together with the limit points of this set which do

not belong to J+AXB. These point sets, I\ and 72, can be shown to be do-

mains satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 72.

Theorem 74. Theorem 72 remains true if the arc AXB contains only a

finite number of "ideal" points.

Proof. The method of proof will be that of mathematical induction. Theo-

rem 73 shows that Theorem 74 holds true when the number of "ideal" points

is one. We shall suppose that the theorem holds for j — 1 or less points and

show that it holds for j points. Suppose that AXB- (S'—S) =Z1+Zi+ ■ ■ ■

+Zj. Let 2V[„8] denote a spur containing one of these "ideal" points, and let

Zr denote that one of them on N[nq] which is farthest in N[nq] from its end

point. Now the argument of Theorem 73 may be applied, Zr playing the role

of X.

Theorem 75. // / is a simple closed curve containing only a finite number

of "ideal" points, then S' —J is the sum of two mutually exclusive connected do-

mains each having J for its boundary.

Proof. Let 0 denote an ordinary simple point of /, and let R denote a

simple domain whose boundary contains no "ideal" points such that R J is a

subset of an arc in J of "ordinary" points. Let ACB denote an arc of "ordi-

nary" points in R which has only the two points A and B in common with /

and such that an arc ADB of / is a subset of R. It is now easy to see that,

with the help of Theorem 74, Theorem 75 may be established.

Theorem 76. Theorem 72 remains true regardless of the composition of the

arc AXB.

Proof. By slight modifications of the arguments of R. L. Moore a number
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of the theorems of Chapter III of Foundations can be shown to hold true in S'

if the simple closed curves involved contain at most a finite number of "ideal"

points.f In particular Theorem 13 of Chapter III of Foundations holds true

in S' for simple closed curves which contain at most a finite number of "ideal"

points. Theorem 76 may then be established in the following manner.

Since the boundaries of G'-regions are simple closed curves containing

at most a finite number of "ideal" points, it is easy to see that there exist

two sequences of mutually exclusive arcs A{XiB{, AiXSl, AlXzBl, ■ ■ •

and Al'YiBl', A{'Y2Bl', Al'YzBV, • • • such that (1) for each k the seg-
ments AkXicBk ZLudAk'YkBk' are subsets of I, contain at most a finite num-

ber of "ideal" points and the points A {, B£, AI', and Bl' belong to segments

AC, BC, AD, and BD of / respectively, (2) for each k, the complementary

domain of AI XkB{ +AIA A {' (of J) +BIBB" (of/) +A I' YkBk" which is a

subset of 7 contains the segment of AXB and the corresponding com-

plementary domain of Ak'+1Xk+1Bk'+1+Ak'+iAA'k+i(°f J)+Bk+1BB'k+i(oi J)

+A'k+iYk+1B'k+1, and (3) the sequential limit set of either of these two se-

quences of arcs is AXB. If for each k, Iik and hk denote respectively the

complementary domains of Ak'CBk' (of J)+A£XB{ and Ak"DBk"(oi J)

-\-Ak'YBkn which are subsets of I, then h=^2,hk and 72=Z)Z2i satisfy the

conclusions of Theorem 72.

Now as in Theorem 75 it is possible to establish

Theorem 77. If J is a simple closed curve containing an arc of "ordinary"

points, then S'—J is the sum of two mutually exclusive connected domains each

having J for its boundary.

With the help of Theorem 77 and methods similar to those in Foundations

it can be shown that Theorem 74 remains true when the simple closed curve J

is of any nature, provided it contains an arc of "ordinary" points. With this

in mind, it is easy to see that Theorem 76 remains true when J is of any

nature, provided it contains an arc of "ordinary" points. Then as in Theorem

74 it is possible to establish

Theorem 78. If J is a simple closed curve, S' —J is the sum of two mutually

exclusive connected domains each having J for its boundary.

Theorem 79. The space S' satisfies Axiom 4.

Theorem 80. The space S is homeomorphic with a subset of a space S'

which satisfies Axioms 0-4, 5* and 7 and contains no edge points.

t It may be helpful for the reader to note that an arc in S' may be approximated by an arc in S'

which contains at most a finite number of "ideal" points since a G'-region has at most two "ideal"

points in its boundary.
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Theorem 81. The space S is homeomorphic with a subset of a plane or a

sphere.

Proof. J. H. Robertsf has shown that S' of Theorem 80 is homeomorphic

with a subset of a plane or a sphere.

Some of the preceding results will now be summarized for metric spaces

Theorem 82. A locally connected, complete metric space in which the Jordan

Curve Theorem% is satisfied non-vacuously and in which Axiom 5* holds true,

is a cyclicly connected subset of a plane (if not compact) or a sphere (if compact).

Proof. A locally connected complete metric space satisfies Axioms 0, 1,

and 2. And such a space in which Axiom 5 * holds true satisfies Axioms 4 and 3

if the Jordan Curve Theorem holds true non-vacuously (Theorem B). Axiom

7 holds true in such a space by Theorem 31. Thus Theorem 82 follows from

Theorem 81.

Theorem 83. A locally connected, locally peripherally connected, complete

metric space in which the Jordan Curve Theorem is non-vacuously satisfied is a

cyclicly connected subset of a plane or a sphere. §

Theorem 84. A locally connected, locally peripherally compact, complete

metric space in which the Jordan Curve Theorem is non-vacuously satisfied is a

cyclicly connected subset of a plane or a sphere.

f J. H. Roberts, Concerning compact continua in certain spaces of R. L. Moore, Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, vol. 39 (1933), pp. 615-621.

% Axiom 4.

§ See p. 53.
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